Norske Landbrukstenester (NLT)
NLT ensures the operation of the farm when the farmer becomes ill or wants a holiday and leisure time.
Our main work is to meet the need for qualified workforce and to ensure that we offer high quality farmers
services.
Our companies are always up to date on information that may benefit all farmers.
NLT are the farmers own recruitment agency that provides qualified workers by acute illness, crises and
holidays/leisure. The NLT-companies are owned by the farmers and are organized as cooperatives.

Basic facts:








Total agriculture area in the member country
984 096
Agricultural area of the NLT members in the country
350 000
number of farmers in the country
40 269
number of farmers in the country who are MR members 22 350
number of NLT in the country
87
number of NLT employees in the country
46 367
turnover of NLT`s in the country
1 452 208 850 NOK
(€ 152 123 000)

What are we looking for?
We need workers who at least have ordinary agro-culture school (3 years). Some places it can be ok with
specializing in dairy production, pig-breeding or meat production; herd-manager/stockbreeder/ and
veterinary assistant. Also in the production of grass it can be ok to have some experience. We need
workers for farms in Norway that produce milk and meat. Academically talented, practical and reliable
workers who like to work alone with responsibility for the animals and farm, - as well as work in a team
with farmer and others. When farmers have days off or holiday, the workers must be able to take care of
the farm alone for some days.
In some cases we also recruits seasonal workers in vegetable cultivation, fruit cultivation, berry picking,
harvest and ordinary farm work. In such positions, it is not always demands for trade education.
Some farms have “farm-managers” who have more or less the responsibility of the production, especially
in pig-breeding. We have automatic feeding systems in the most of the pig-farms.
With more than 40 milk-cows, it is often automatic milk-robot (AMS) and feeding-system. Also in old
traditional cowsheds with “with stall barns”. It can also be practical and interesting if the workers have
some technical or mechanical background.
We also have traditional farms with 20-30 cows + other cattle who have smaller production. These farmers
often go together 2-5 farms to hire one worker together. Then the reliever works in a turn 10 days on and 4
days off at each farm. This is a very traditional way to solve the challenge for small farms so they can get
some help and days off. For the workers this is a very varied, exciting, -also educational way of working,
and you have several farmers to cooperate with.

What can we offer you?
When you work with us in Norske Landbrukstjenester (NLT) we can offer you orderly working conditions.
We make deals, ensure the correct salary, work plan and arranged free time.
We organize training and courses. We are also work for the well-being and safety in the work. In addition,
you get good insurance schemes and pension scheme.

What do you do to get a job in Norway by us?
You can visit our website and submit an application or look at available jobs:
(www.landbrukstenester.no/ny-jobbsoker/) or scan the QR-code.
We need the following information:




CV (with all information; language, driving license for tractor, interests, hobbies…)
Autobiography
References

